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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Mason Bryan
Copy Chief& Online News Writer
NEWS
SOURCE: BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
Mason may be reached at
mbryan@su-spectator.com
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GITMO FORCE-FEEDING POLICY IN NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT—
Abu Wael Dhiab, a Syrian detaineeat Guantanamo Bay prison, has peri-
odically protested his detention through hunger strike. On Monday, a his-
toric case began at a U.S. district court regarding the methods in which the
U.S. military force-fed the 43-year-old Syrian, who was cleared for release in
2009.
His lawyers argued on Monday that the the U.S. military prisons force-
feeding protocols are abusive, intendedas punishment and not medically
viable. They detailed what are called “forciblecell extractions” (FCEs)—the
force-feeding method thatrequires aggressively removing Dhiab from his
cell, strapping him to a five-point restraint chair, and pushing tubes up his
nose and into his stomach, which are then removed after the food has made
its way into his stomach. Then, the lawyers argued, he is returned tohis cell
where he is thrown facedown on to the ground.
Dhiab has spent an estimated seven years protesting his prolonged con-
finement via hunger strike. He has been detained without charge since 2002.
On Friday, the U.S. district court judge who is hearing the case ordered
the release of videos of the force-feeding. How the government will respond
to the order remains unclear.
BUSINESSES COPE WITH SEAWALL CONSTRUCTION
Melissa Lin
Staff Writer
The appearance of ominous “closed”
signs all over Seattle waterfront busi-
nesses this month have many Seattle-
ites worried that the city will lose a
crucial aspect of its identity while
businesses are shuttered this winter
for construction.
The second season of the seawall
construction began on Oct. 1, putting
15 waterfront stores from Piers 54 to
57—including the beloved Ivar s Acres
of Clams, Elliot’s Oyster House and Ye
Olde Curiosity Shop—out of business
for nine months,
The seawall construction project is
a continuation of efforts to improve
critical infrastructure and transform
the waterfront into a vibrant new pub-
lic space complete with a wide pedes-
trian promenade, a new park, a bicycle
track, colorful tideline terraces and a
public plaza at the front of the Seattle
Aquarium. Other proposed redevel-
opments included a swimming-pool
barge, a Seattle Aquarium remodel
and full replacement of Piers 62 and
63, but those plans have since been cut
back after Seattle Mayor Ed Murray
gave a presentation to the City Coun-
cil in September about the exorbitant
costs.
“Some of these .things are an incred-
ible idea, but I’m not sure they’re prac-
tical,” said Murray. “I think we need to
spend more time sorting out what is
practical.”
The present seawall was built out
of old-growth timber piles that have
slowly deteriorated over time, severely
compromising the city’s protection
from coastal storms and shoreline
erosion. The new seawall will meet
current seismic standards and. last
more than 75 years, according to the
Waterfront Seattle website.
In the long-term scheme of pub-
lic safety and economical growth the
remodel sounds like a good idea, but
business closures have put as many as
900 employees out of work Accord-
ing to a Puget Sound BizTalk article,
it is also estimated that the combined
businesses will lose between $22 mil-
lion and $27 million during the nine-
month construction period and the
city has agreed to reimburse business
owners up to $15 million. Some Seat-
tle U students wonder what this could
mean for their favorite hangout spots.
Senior Natalie Truong first found
out about the seawall construction
while walking along the waterfront
with a friend in mid-June.
“We were just going down enjoying
the day and there we saw a lot of signs
aboutthe closure,” Truong said. “It re-
ally shocked me.”
The Seattle Waterfront Arcade, a
family-owned arcade that closed on
Sept. 22, is one business that will not
be coming back after the nine-month
construction period. The character-
istically noisy, colorful and lively lo-
cal business was operating under a
month-to-month lease agreement for
20 years on Pier 57, but according to a
King 5 News article, thebusiness own-
ers are unsure ofhow they will fit in to
the new and improved waterfront.
Truong was disappointed by this
news.
“It Was sad,” Truong said. “The wa-
terfront has never really changed.”
Despite these changes, many agree
that renovations are much needed.
“Long-term wise, the businesses will
have more people coming because of
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
With the construction going on by the waterfront, accessing local businesses and tourist shops has become difficult.
the increased popularity of the con-
struction afterwards,” said senior
Francis Tran.
Tran usually visits the waterfront
with friends for special occasions.
Though he thinks nine months is a
long time, he understands the city’s
decision to close down businesses. He
also knows that there are other attrac-
tions that will remain open and are
worth visiting.
On Oct. 4, businesses held the New
Waterfront Festival on Alaskan Way
to remind residents that places such
as the Aquarium, Argosy Tours and
the Great Wheel would remain open.
They celebrated with food, music, ac-
tivities and a light show to convince
people that the Seattle waterfront will
not be as direly affected by the seawall
OCTOBER 8, 2014
construction as some may think.
“I don’t think the loss will be that
much, but it is sad for people in the
area,” Tran said.
The guiding principles for the proj-
ect, created in collaboration with the
Central Waterfront Committee, em-
phasize a sustainable waterfront that
reconnects the city and its people.
While many are still suspicious of
how the changes will transform the
identity of the Seattle waterfront, the
goal of redevelopment is ultimately to
benefit the city and all its residents.
Melissa can be reached at
mlin@su-spectator.com
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HONG KONG STUDENTS LEAD DEMOCRACY PROTESTS
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Since late September, the peaceful
protestors of the “Umbrella Revolu-
tion” have taken to the streets of Hong
Kong. They use their umbrellas to
protect themselves from rain, sun and
pepper spray—all in the name of de-
mocracy.
The relationship between China and
Hong Kong (officially called Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region
of the Peoples Republic of China) has
been a long and complicated one. Un-
der British rule until 1997, Hong Kong
was then transferred to the control of
China, under which they have since
existed in a stateknown as “One coun-
try, two systems.” This means that
even though they are associated with
China, they are also granted a certain
degree of autonomy. According to a
Q&A that ABC News conducted with
Elizabeth Economy, C.V. Starr Senior
Fellow and Director for Asia Studies
at the Council on Foreign Relations,
this includes helping to protect their
capitalist system,and gives them more
opportunities for civic involvement.
The tension here has manifested it-
self in the request for a more just de-
mocracy.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PASU AU YEUNG
The streets ofHongKongfilled with umbrella-holding studentprotestors.
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The people of Hong Kong want a
more robust democracy, but China
has decided to vet the candidates that
can be considered for the city’s top
post, the chief executive, in the 2017
election. As a result, many citizens of
Hong Kong are concerned that any-
one elected to be chief executive will
inevitablly be pro-Beijing.
Many people in Hong Kong have
taken to the streets in protest. There
is no organized leadership, but the
movement has not yet faltered. Many
of the protestors are students. After
police teargassed and pepper sprayed
the peaceful protesters, support for
the movement has grown. Addition-
ally, the aim of the movement has
shifted slightly: The demonstrators are
not just advocating for more demo-
cratic elections, but also for the right
to protest peacefully. As of now, they
have established two main demands.
First, they want the resignation of
Hong Kong’s current leader, Leung
Chun-ying, who is supported by Bei-
jing and who has called for the pro-
tests to cease. Second, the demonstra-
tors want China to revoke its decision
made late August to predetermine
the candidates that Hong Kong could
elect. By Oct. 1, the number ofprotes-
tors had reached 100,000.
Throughout the conflict, protestors
have remained exceptionally civil,
cleaning up trash and apologizing for
blocking emergencyvehicles. Some of
the students haven even worked on
homework. One man did his best to
clean up anti-government graffiti on
the grounds that the point of the pro-
tests is to tryand improve HongKong,
not to shame the Communist govern-
ment.
"This is our responsibility, to try
and be a good citizen, not to damage
Hong Kong but to try and show peace
and love," Alex Ho, a teacher, told The
Economist.
There have been instances of scuf-
fles or disorderly conduct. But for
the most part, the protests have been
peaceful. The police have also not
been excessively violent for the major-
ity of the protest, with the important
exception of several tear gas and pep-
per spray incidents.
Now the question remains: will
there be an ultimate confrontation?
Many are wondering if there will be
a drastic increase in violence anytime
soon. China does not want to concede
this power over Hong Kong, and the
people of Hong Kong do not want to
settle for anything less. According to
The Economist, it appears that discon-
tent with the government will contin-
ue to fester, with resolution still out of
sight.
One song has been made the unof-
ficial anthem of the movement. It is
the 1993 ballad called “Under a Vast
Sky” by the band Beyond. One verse,
translated to English by translator
Han Keat Lim, reads:
“Many times I've faced the cold
shoulderand ridicule
Never have I gave up my heart’s
hopes and ideals
A moment of absentmindedness,
There’s also the feeling of loss
Without realization, it faded,
The love in my heart (Who under-
stands me?)”
As the song is sung in crowds, dis-
content continues to fester in Hong
Kong. Tens of thousands of people
have filled the streets to emphasize
their dedication to their cause.
The song continues: “Still I am free,
still I am independent. Always loudly
singing my song.”
Lena maybe reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
CITYSOIL FARM TAKES ROOT IN RENTON
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
Many people have the environmen-
tal-conservation basics down: Reus-
able water bottles and a bin for com-
post in one’s kitchen are a must. So is
buying organic foods whenever pos-
sible. But terms like socially sustain-
able food systems, urban farming and
recycled water may not necessarilybe
in the average persons ecological rep-
ertoire. CitySoil Farm is committed to
changing this with an all-inclusive en-
vironmental education geared at both
urban people and businesses.
Through community involvement,
education and production of non-
traditional land-use options, CitySoil
Farm works to create innovative solu-
tions to urban and industrial agricul-
tural environmental concerns.
Located on 1.5 acres of farmland in
Renton, CitySoil Farm was a product
of King County’s Year of Urban Agri-
culture in 2010. King County officials
were searching for a land use partner
tothe 90-acre South Wastewater Treat-
mentPlant. Previously, the University
ofWashington had partnered with the
county for the use of this land, oper-
ating both a garden and greenhouse.
Using both settings for research, the
University ofWashington studiedbio-
PHOTOS COURTESY OF CITYSOIL FARM
Students tend to the gardens at CitySoil Farm, a 1.5 acre farm in Renton. Thefarm is a collaboration between King Countyandat l University’s vi onme tal st dies program.
solids and the reclaiming of water in
horticulture and agriculture.
In fall 2010, with UW’s research
completed, King County’s Water
Treatment Department’s public in-
volvement team sought out the envi-
ronmental studies program at Seattle
University. At the time, the program
had been looking for agricultural sites
in the surrounding Seattle-area where
students could explore urban agricul-
ture. Seattle U acceptedKing County’s
offer and the project officially began
as The Seattle University Sustainable
UrbanAgriculture Project (it was later
renamed CitySoil Farm).
By working alongside King County,
CitySoil has been able to contribute
to several education programs for the
local community. Their surrounding
community base consists of business-
es, commutersand Renton neighbors,
to which CitySoil provides environ-
mental education on topics relating
to garden and agricultural uses of re-
cycled water and biosolids. CitySoil
also supports university curriculum
and student internships, and fosters
a relationship with high school and
technical programs in South Seattle,
Tukwila, Skyway and Renton. When
educating students at the high school
level, CitySoil typically focuses on
awareness about local waste streams
and basic decompositionprocesses.
“We’re in a real period of explora-
tion,” said junior Becca Clarke-Harg-
reaves, who has worked with CitySoil
as an agricultural technician for near-
ly one year. “We’re reaching out to a
lot of different communities in Renton
and on campus. We’re really asking a
lot of questions to the Seattle U com-
munity and the communities sur-
rounding [us]... ‘What do you want
to use the space for?”’
In the farm's four years of opera-
tion, CitySoil has helped address and
repair the neglected soil's ecosystem.
The farm has demonstrated both the
effective and sustainable use of non-
traditional agricultural land on an
industrial site and the productive use
of recycled resources from the waste-
water treatment process. In addition
to the education they’ve provided to
students and their community, their
efforts have produced a variety of
fruits and vegetables, which have been
donated to the Renton Food Bank.
CitySoil also works on obtaining the
building and art materials they use
secondhand.
“We invest time and energy into re-
source recycling not just for financial
or economic considerations, but also
so our demonstrations and workshops
can be more easily replicated,” reads a
OCTOBER 8, 2014
statement from CitySoil’s website,
“I’d like to see more students out
there doing service-learning projects,”
said project manager Allison Mount-
joy. “We have great education oppor-
tunities for students who are studying
environmental education or just envi-
ronmental studies in general, or sci-
ences in general... we’re a great place
to experiment. If somebody has an
idea, ifyou come out and visit us and
are inspired by something, we’ll help
you figure out how to do it.”
From 3-6 pm on Oct. 9 , CitySoil is
hosting their Community Potluck &
Networking Celebration at the farm.
Here students, faculty and staff may
witness a demonstration on BioChar
(used to increase agricultural produc-
tivity), make herbal sachets, view the
aerosol artwork made by a local youth
group and network with those also
committed to urbanfarming and sus-
tainability. Rideshares from campus
are available upon request; interested
students can contact Allison Mount-
joyat mountjoy@seattleu.edu.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
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CAPITOL HILL CRIME ON THE RISE
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
The recent uptick in crime in the
area surrounding Seattle University
has been cause for concern since Janu-
ary ofthis year, particularly in popular
public spaces like Cal Anderson Park.
The Seattle Police Department re-
ported that there were 84 aggravated
assaults and 89 robberies on Capitol
Hill between January and August of
2014. Last year, there were 77 aggra-
vated assaults and 81 robberies in that
same time frame. These numbers seem
particularly high when compared to
the 48 aggravated assaults and 59 rob-
beries reported by the SPD between
January and August 2012.
Cal Anderson Park has been a
backdrop for a disturbing number of
violent offenses. On Aug. 1, two men
were robbed at gunpoint by a groupof
four or five males. According to police
spokespersonDrew Fowler, one of the
robbers pulled out a gun and ordered
the two men to hand over their wallets
and phones.
Details of the incident are hazy, but
8NEWS
at some point during the altercation,
the gun went off. The bullet grazed the
head of a victim, according to Fowler.
Nearby officers who heard the gun-
shot investigated the disturbance and
saw a group of males running away
from the scene. One of the robbers,
a 17-year-old male, was arrested and
found to have the wallet and cell
phone of one of the victims, as well as
the offending fire arm. No other ar-
rests have been made.
Further, a victim told police he was
robbed in broad daylight on Sept.
15. According to the victim, the man
held him up near the basketball court
by Cal Anderson with a 9-mm. pis-
tol. Police believe the robber may be
the same man associated with several
othercrimes in the area, including ha-
rassment and weapons charges. Police
are still searching for the assailant, but
no arrests have been made.
The SPD reported that there have
been some 22 robberies near Pike
Street and Cal Anderson Park since
Aug. 9. In response to this rise in
crime, police are making efforts to
ramp up police presence in the area.
Newly instated chief ofPolice Kath-
leen O’Toole recently met with resi-
dents of the area to discuss the issue
and calm concerns about the rise
in violence. O’Toole said she would
“flood” the streets of Capitol Hill with
officers for as long as it takes to quell
the tide of crime.
Deputy ChiefCarmen Best released
a statement that the SPD will meet
again with community members in
two weeks to discuss what they expect
will be “a marked difference.”
According to police, the tactics em-
ployed by criminals have been very
similar, leading to the suspicion that
the same two or three groups of indi-
viduals are committing the robberies.
Capt. Pierre Davis, who heads the
East Precinct (where Seattle U is lo-
cated), said in a press statement to the
Seattle Times that, “a majority of these
were a roving band of two or a band of
five or six. They’d strike up a conversa-
tion, ask for a cigarette or ask to use
cellphones and assess how intoxicated
people are.”
The robbers would then assault the
victimsbefore completing the robbery
by collecting phones and wallets.
In the press statement, Davis ex-
plained that oftentimes victims are so
drunk that they struggle to accurately
tell officers what happened to them
or offer a description of the person
or group that assaulted them. In light
of this fact, Washington State Liquor
Control Board agents will be a part of
the increased police presence on Capi-
tol Hill. According to Davis, they will
be looking into an allegation that bars
have been over-serving patrons.
{There
have been about 22 I
robberies near Pike Street I
and Cal Anderson Park
since Aug. 9. W
Seattle Police Department
The Department of Public Safety at
Seattle U has a limited ability to fix
the problem. Still, in response to two
strong-armed robberies last month
the university increased patrols and
offered a list of advice (as is the ten-
dency whenever safety is threatened
around campus). Among the tips are
things such as “use your intuition,”
and “don’t let people get too close,
even to inquire about the time.”
Additionally, Public Safety offers
several means of assisting students
who feel unsafe on or around cam-
pus. Public Safety has available walk-
ing escorts for lone travelers, and the
Nighthawk Escort Program is an easy
and effective means of traveling up to
six blocks from campus for free. Last-
ly, there are strategically placed red
emergencyphone kiosks around cam-
pus from which a student maycall 911
or Public Safety.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
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REIGNITE THE MISSION RECONVENES
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
At Seattle University, students are
not shy about speaking up about poli-
cies that seem unfair. Last spring, sev-
eral issues arose on Seattle Us campus
that prompted a group of students to
vocalize their concerns on these is-
sues to the administration by starting
an on-campusrally known as Reignite
the Mission.
In addition to the rally, the students
also created a Facebook event called
Reignite the Mission, where students
could air their grievanceswith the Se-
attle U administration. Pressing topics
included the university’s decision not
to divest, the unionization of adjunct
faculty, and the tobacco-free cam-
pus initiative. The administration’s
cancellation of Senior Streak, a long-
time tradition, also fueled complaints
among students. Reignite the Mission
was a call for the university to stay
true to its mission statement.
“If the student body feels that their
voice is not being heard, they have
more than every right to try to voice
their opinion to the administration in
some way,” said Student Government
of Seattle University President Eric
Sype. “However, the majority of griev-
ances portrayed in the Facebook event
were not factually correct.”
A lack of thorough research on the
details of administrative decisions
may have contributed to Reignite the
Mission’s limited success in policy
change last year. There are several
sources available for students to find
accurate information on these issues,
including Seattle U’s website. Addi-
tionally, SGSU can help connect stu-
dents to the appropriate people on
campus who are able to discuss stu-
dent concerns.
“As a student body our voice will be
heard, but our voice will be dimin-
ished if we come to the administra-
tion withoutbasic fact checking,” Sype
said.
This year, junior Brigid Scannell and
sophomore Amanda Chavez founded
a new club, which shares the same
name as the student movement. The
club was created as a way for students
to express their concerns over issues
on campus and become more involved
in creating change within the univer-
sity.
“The event [last year] was a collec-
tive coming together of a bunch of
different issues on campus, and it was
awesome,” Scannell said. “Part of the
reason we started this club was be-
cause we feel the university could use
a platform for intersectional dialogue
to understandhow all ofthese changes
that are needed relate to one another.”
This year, the issues that the new
club is focusing on divestment, union-
ization and sexual assault policies on
campus. Reignite the Mission is also
addressing the work being done by
Sustainable Student Action.
The club will be putting on a speaker
series throughout the year so that stu-
dents can learn more about how these
different issues intersect and what can
be doneabout them. There are already
some faculty members at Seattle U
who have agreed to speak, and the
club is reaching out to several local
activists as well. The first of these talks
will be taking place in November.
The club is also hoping to meet with
President Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
soon so that they can introduce them-
selves and explain what the club is
hoping to accomplish. Once the club
has its first meeting with all the mem-
bers, they create events around the is-
sues that students are most passionate
about and stimulate dialogue between
students and the administration. The
speakers will help to further inform
students about what is going on in the
community, and how they can be ac-
tive in creating change.
“One of the main focuses of us as a
club is to connect students at Seattle U
with not just policies at Seattle U, but
the impact that Seattle U has on the
greater community and the different
spheres of activism that are present in
Seattle,” Chavez said.
The club is currently reaching out to
activists in the community to partici-
pate in a panel that will engage with
students this February.
Both the Reignite the Mission event
that started last spring and the newly-
organized club demonstrate that the
student body wants its voice to be
heard in regard to how the adminis-
tration has dealt and is dealing with
specific issues on campus.
“I think the fact that the club exists
shows that students really care about
Seattle University’s mission and with
any type of institution, checks and
balances are extremely necessary,”
Sype said. “I don’t think there will
be any pushback from the university
because the club is a very well-inten-
tioned group of individuals that are
trying to make sure we are fulfilling
our mission.”
Harrisonmay be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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A LOOK AT THE
ISLAMIC STATE
By Mason Bryan & Melissa Lin
Mason Bryan
Copy Chief
The barbarity of the Islamic State—the
beheadings, the public crucifixions,
the near genocide of a religious mi-
nority—is only part of the story.
Across Iraq and Syria, these Sunni
extremists have set fire to a region al-
ready in shambles.
Destroyed by Americas legacy of
war, the Iraqi state is struggling to stay
afloat after the last of American troops
left in 2011. Since Saddam Husseins
fall in 2003, rebuilding under the lead-
ership of the sectarian former Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki has only
perpetuated division and fueled Sunni
unrest, which helped galvanize the Is-
lamic State group, also known as ISIS
orlSIL.
.
Now, civil war looms in Iraq once
again.
Syria, on the other hand, is en-
gulfed by an increasingly fragmented
and ruthless internal conflict that has
claimed 191,000 lives, led to the flight
of almost 3 million people and the dis-
placement of nearly 6.5 million. The
chaos, in part, provided the perfect
conditions for the Islamic States path
to power in certain strategic areas of
the country.
The Islamic terrorists now control
35,000 square miles of Sunni-majority
territory in Iraq and Syria, an area the
FEATURES
size of Jordan. They




The complexity of the issue
is sobering. To grasp it com-
pletely may require near-fluency
in Islam, Middle East politics, the
history and evolution of terrorism,
war theory, and American foreign
policy. An important place to start,
however, is with a simple question:
Where did the Islamic State come
from?
In the aftermath of 9/11, a new
brand ofterrorism was forming along-
side al-Qaida. In 2004, Abu Musab al-
Zarqawi, a Jordanian who headed the
terrorist group known as the Army
of Sham, joined forces with Osama
bin Laden. The rationale for combin-
ing the networks, generally speak-
ing, was simple: it would strengthen
both groups. The Army of Sham had
merged with al-Qaida in Iraq.
But, it turns out, Zarqawi had dif-
ferent aims than bin Laden and his
followers—and a different, bloodier
plan to achieve them. His goal was to
establish a caliphate, a Muslim nation
led by a supreme ruler, and he would
realize his ambitions via a deliberate,
calculated strategy. That strategy, of
course, has shocked the world.
Their brutality even prompted al-
Qaida to sever
all ties with the group
in February. The violence committed
by these terrorists is hard to fathom;
it seems truly barbarian, senseless,
psychopathic. Certainly not rational.
Commenting on films that Zarqawi’s
group used to post boasting the suc-
cess of suicide bombings, the New
Yorkers Dexter Filkins wrote, “Video-
taping a mass murder is not politics;
it’s pornography.”
U.S. bombs killed Zarqawi in 2004,
but his violent zeal lives on even more
powerfully in what is today the Islamic
State, now ledby AbuBakr al-Baghda-
di. But key to understanding the mad-
ness is resisting the temptation to dis-
regard the violence as irrational, and
to avoid overemphasizing the groups
religious ties. Their behavior, accord-
ing to experts, is not historically un-
precedented, and it is not uniquely





Cambodia and the Ho-
locaust. Beating down on civilians as
a specific, intentional strategy is not
new.
The logic behind the Islamic States
violence can be understood, in part, as
terrorism used to accomplish radical
political and social goals—namely, the
caliphate. The savagery is strategic.
And, yes, like so many crimes against
humanity committed before, it is as
ghastly and unpardonable and inhu-
mane as we all believe.
A U.S.-led international coalition,
which includes Arab states, agrees.
The increasing global unity in re-
sponse to the Islamic State has set the





TIMELINE: ISLAMIC STATE ACTIONS SINCE FEB. 2014
'//m FEB. 3, 2014 - Al-Qaeda cuts ties with the Islamic State.
The Islamic State changes its focus to creating an Islamic caliphate that covers the region.
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AV APR. 30, 2014 - Iraq election bloodshed. Elections were held in Iraq and Prime Ministeral-Maliki's coalition seemed to be in a strong position, setting offpost-election at-
jHgpr "X* tacks that were the worst level of violence since Shiite-Sunni clashes in 2008.
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v Xj, MAY 2014 - Kurdish schoolchildren kidnapped . The IslamicState kidnaps more than 140 Kurdish schoolboys, aged 14 to 16, from Syria and forces them to
X> take daily lessons in radical Islamic theology. Their lessons involve watching videos of executions and suicide operations.
% JUNE 9-10, 2014 - Complete takeoverof Mosul. On Monday night into Tuesday, the Islamic State completes takeover of Mosul. The neighboring coun-
tries ofSaudi Arabia and Jordan begin to strengthen theirborder patrols.
JUNE 11, 2014 - Complete takeover of Tikrit.
V X/ JUNE 15,2014 - Islamic State posts evidence of massacres. They post pictures on the Internet of thousands ofdead Iraqi soldiers whofled
from the terrorists.
X JUNE 21, 2014 - Complete takeover of the towns Al-Qaim, Rawa, Ana and Husaybah.
> X, j u n e 29,2014 - Islamic State declares Islamic caliphate. AbuBakr al-Baghdadi is declared the authority over all Muslims.
X JUNE 30,2014 - The United States provides support. The United Nations announces that 1.2 million Iraqis have been forcedfrom their homes. The Pentagon also
Xj, announces that the U.S. is to send an additional 300 troops to Iraq, bringing total U.S. forces in Iraq to nearly 800.
JULY 10,2014 - Al-Maliki called to resign. Kurdish leaders call on al-Maliki to resign after he accused Kurdistan of hiding Islamic State troops, a charge they deny.
j X// JULY 2014 - Christians asked to convert to Islam. Islamic State in Mosul give Christians still living in the city the choice to convert to Islam or leave the caliphate.
X AUG. 8, 2014 - U.S. intervention.President Obama authorizes airstrikes if needed to protect U.S. personnel from IS fighters. Two U.S. F/A-18 jetfighters bomb artillery of
on Iraq Since August 8:250 o Sunni Islamic extremists in Iraqi |
on Syria sinrP SpntPmhpr 87 X AUG - 14' 2014 - Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki resigns,Syria i ce iepte Der li. 0/ o,, AUG. 19. 2014 - ISIS decapitates U.S. journalistJames Foley.
on other countries since September 23:8 /s%». t
.X SEPT. 2, 2014 - ISIS decapitates U.S. journalist Steven Sotloff.
TOTAL AIRSTRIKES: 345 o©5 X SEPT. 10, 2014 - Obama's address. President Obama gives a television address in which he promises to "degrade and ultimately destroy" the Islamic State.
X S E PT. 13, 2014 - Islamic State decapitates British aid worker David Haines. The executioner also threatens the life ofAlan Henning, another captive British
k
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- ’'//j SEPT. 22, 2014 - United Arab Emirates strike mission. Maj. Mariam Al Mansouri, thefirstfemale fighter pilot in the UAE, leads a strike mission against
jMk X/ Me Islamic State.
J QQUNTRIES HAVE ENGAGED IN AIRSTRIICES SEPT. 23, 2014 - U.S. airstrikes. The U.S. carries out an airstrike against Islamic State focused on Raqqa, a city in northern Syria.
Sau di Arabia United Arsb Emir8tGS Jord3n Bshrsin OCT. 6, 2014
- Possible takeover of Kobane. An Islamic State flag is seen flying over a building in Kobane. Kurdish female suicide bomber
'X'. Dilar Gencxemis kills dozens of Islamic State militants. Capturing the town would mean that the Islamic State has control of a long stretch
United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands. //// of the Syrian-Turkish border.
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SEATTLE’S LESBIAN AND GAY FILM FESTIVAL
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
Showcasing films that are both
critically-acclaimed and that have
amassed a cult following, the Seattle
Lesbian and Gay Film Festival is
seen by many cinema fanatics as an
unmissable event.
It is, of course, so much more than
just a chance to gush about great
cinema over coffee and donuts. In
its 19 years, the Seattle Lesbian and
Gay Film Festival has grown into
the largest event of its kind in the
Pacific Northwest, earning itself a
stellar reputation for showcasing the
latestand greatest in LGBTQ+ film.
The festival is put on by Three
Dollar Bill Cinema, a nonprofit film
organization that supplies Seattle
with films both new and old that are
by, for, and about the lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender commu-
nity. This year’s festival will feature
films at a variety of local theatres,
including Northwest Film Forum,
AMC Pacific Place Cinema, Har-
vard Exit Theatre and the newly re-
opened Egyptian Theatre.
As part of the greater Seattle LG-
BTQ community, Three Dollar Bill
has consistently supported the rep-
resentation of the local queer com-
munity with specific festivals such
as Translations: The Seattle Trans-
gender Film Festival. Launched
in 2006, this festival was one of
the first of its kind at the time of
its production.
Three Dollar Cinema also puts
on Cineoke!, a karaoke event which
happens the first Tuesday of each
month at the Rendezvous’ Jewelbox
Theater. Guests are invited to take
the stage and sing along to their, fa-
vorite movie musicals.
In previous years, Three Dollar
Cinema has also hosted Rewind, an
outdoor film series at Cal Anderson
Park. This vintage queer film screen-
ing featured films such as “God Save
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the Queens,” “I Love the Nightlife”
and “Scandalous.”
According to Cy Ensenat, president
ofthe Seattle UniversityTriangle Club,
movies and events such as these help
share the stories of LGBTQ commu-
nity members with a larger audience.
“A lot of the time homophobia and
transphobia are born not always out
of malice but just out of ignorance,”
Ensenat said. “Some people have nev-
er experienced queernessand it can be
kind of a scary thing.”
For Ensenat, who prefers they/
them pronouns, exposure to the me-
dia both aided their discovery and
claiming of gender identity while also
hindering it.
“Unfortunately, one of the ways
that I discovered my queerness was
through the objectification of women
in media,” they said. “It was this weird
fascination. ‘Why am I so excited by
this?’ The media is difficult because
I thought I was just fascinated with
women’s bodies because I thought I
wanted a body like that, so I was just
watching them because I was jealous
of their body. No, I figured that one
out a couple years later.”
But Ensenat also noticed that there
were no characters in film or on tele-
vision that they could turn to for rep-
resentation in their childhood. Orga-
nizations such as Three Dollar Bill are
trying to ensure that another genera-
tion of young LGBTQ+ people does
PHOTO COURTESY OF GIOVANNA CHESLER AND BLAIR DOROSH-WALTHER
“Out in the Night,” is a documentary aboutfourAfrican-American lesbians who
face discriminationforfighting back against a man who threatenedthem.
not experience this same isolation.
Though the effort to provide ex-
posure of LGBTQ stories is taken up
by many a filmmaker, such works,
though undeniably well-intentioned,
are often wrought with inaccuracies
or cultural stereotypes.
The recently-released “Blue is the
Warmest Color,” a French romantic
drama film written, produced and
directed by Abdellatif Kechiche is
one such example. With consider-
able praise from critics and LGBTQ
community members alike, the film
succeeds in many areas. However,
according to Ensenat, the film’s out-
sider writing, production and di-
rection warrants concern about
its authenticity.
“It’s not queer-produced, it’s not
coming from the queer community,
therefore it’s not for the queer com-
munity,” Ensenat said. “I think that’s a
distinction. You can’t produce art for
a community if you’re not from that
community... You can be fluent in an-
other culture but you’ll never be na-
tive in anotherculture.”
Akaila Ballard, who serves as events
coordinator for Triangle Club, also
spoke to the importance of a media
where LGBTQ individuals are repre-
sented.
“It’s no surprise that film and televi-
sion teach us a lot about life,” Ballard
said. “And if people could be more
accurately and thoroughly portrayed,
then we could have a more accurate
and thorough ideaof what the world
actually looks like.”
Both Ensenat and Ballard view
the media’s current approach as a
wayof introducing LGBTQ issues to
a mainstream audience using white
cisgender characters.
“There are more queer and fully-
formed LGBTQ characters in media
[today], but we could stand to see
less of the same,” Ensenat said.
Even for Three Dollar Bill, there
remain areas for growth. Ense-
nat noted that the festival’s title
as “Lesbian and Gay” is “limiting
or excusatory towards all other
identities in the queer community
and in itself erases space for other
marginalized identities.”
Still, the media is slowly growing
to include a more accurate represen-
tation ofLGBTQ issues.
“I would not say that media is an
educator, but media is a gateway
into easing people into queerness
...
I think the media is headed in a
positive direction,” Ensenat said.
The Seattle Lesbian and Gay Film
Festival will run at select Seattle the-
atres Oct. 9 through 19.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
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EXHIBIT SHOWS BOSNIA THROUGH A NEW LENS
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Wartime news abounds during times
of conflict, but once the soldiers and
reporters pick up and leave, the vic-
tims of the war are left to pick up
the pieces.
Sometimes that takes years. The war
in Bosnia-Herzegovina ravaged the
country from 1992 to 1995, resulting
in a human rights disaster. Tensions
between Serb, Croat and Muslim
ethnic groups eventually gave way to
genocide. The conflict left hundreds
of thousands dead; many people were
murdered, raped or displaced.
Though the war ended nearly 20
years ago, the country still has a lot of
healing to do.
Last June, with the aid of Seattle
University’s Global Grants and the
Endowed Mission Fund, Seattle Uni-
versity’s Matteo Ricci College pro-
fessors Dr. Serena Cosgrove and
Dr. Ben Curtis took a group of stu-
dents to Bosnia-Herzegovina to do
post-conflict research.
Their experience is now being doc-
umented in a photography exhibit in
the Kinsey Gallery entitled “The Art
of Peace: A Study of Peacebuilding
Efforts in Bosnia-Herzegovina.” The
focus of the trip, according to Curtis,
was directed towards the progress be-
ing made in the country, as opposed
to the turmoil that still exists.
“In general, the motivation behind
the trip was to study how civil society
The Kinsey Gallery’s current exhibit hosts Seattle U graduate Morgan Marler’s
photographs of the peace-building efforts in Bosnia.
activists are trying to promote peace
and human rights in Bosnia,” Curtis
wrote in an emailed statement to the
Spectator. “There is no longer violent
conflict in the country, but it is a long
way frompeace and reconciliation.”
The students on the trip got a direct
lookat the process towardspeace dur-
ing their research.
“What tends to dominate news sto-
ries and brief visitors’ impressions of
the country is all its problems,” Cur-
tis said. “But there are many signs of
hope, too. That’s why we met with
people and organizations who repre-
sent those signs of hope. They are the
people doing the work to knit Bos-
nian society back together again, to
promote communication and under-
standing among the different national
groups, and to foster accountable and
transparent democraticpolitics.”
Seattle U graduate Morgan Marler’s
photography project was born of this
approach. Cosgrove and Curtis have
done trips in the past to post-conflict
societies, and have always brought a
photographer with them. This time,
aware of Marler’s interest in photogra-
phy, they asked her to fill that role.
Each student on the trip was respon-
sible for coming up with a project,
something they could study in Bosnia.
Some analyzed issues related to gen-
der, religion and ethnicity. Marler’s
project became a photo documenta-
tion of the peace-building process.
“My aim in creating this exhibit was
not to focus on the war, per se, but
what is going on afterwards,” Marler
said. “So I didn’t spend a lot of time
looking at broken down buildings or
things that were there as far as rem-
nants of war; I spent a lot of my time
capturing images of people that are
working towards peace and the im-
ages that represented that.”
At the official opening ofthe exhibit,
several other students will give pre-
sentations regarding their particular
projects in Bosnia-Herzegovina, thus
allowing attendees to pair these sub-
jects with the exhibit and take a more
holistic lookat their experiences.
While Marler said it is not neces-
sary that anyone do any prior re-
search before attending the gallery,
it might help to add some context to
the photographs.
“[The Bosnian War] happened right
when the majority of us college stu-
dents were either born or in the early
toddleryears,” Marler said, explaining
why it’s difficult to have an accurate
frame of reference for the conflict. She
hopes that people will gain something
from the exhibit, even if they don’t
have much background knowledge on
the war.
“I would hope that [the visitors]
would walk out having learned some-
thing about either themselves, the
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conflict, or just another way about go-
ing about being a citizen of the world,”
Marler said.
Curtis has similar hopes for
the project.
“These activists’ examples are rel-
evant not just for Bosnia, but for any
person who wants to learn how to
make positive social change,” Curtis
wrote. “That’s why, even though the
U.S. hasn’t experienced a conflict like
Bosnia has, the lessons from this trip I
hope will be applied in all the student
participants’ lives—so that they have a
deeper understanding ofhow to make
change, how towork for social justice.”
“The Artof Peace: A Studyof Peace-
building Efforts in Bosnia-Herzegovi-
na” is currently on display in the Kin-
sey Gallery and will remain open to
the public through Dec. 10. The offi-
cial opening reception will be held on
Thursday, Oct.16 from 4:30-7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
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BREAKING DOWN ELEMENTS: MOIRES AND PIXELS
Sophia Lizardi
Volunteer Writer
Ifyou’ve walked past Seattle Universi-
ty’s Hedreen Gallery recently, you may
have noticed it is currently showcas-
ing paintings, letterpress pieces and,
oh yeah, a mountainous installation
of trees.
These art pieces are the work ofNew
York-based Brad Ewing and Seattle-
based Cable Griffith, who are the fea-
turedartists at Hedreen Gallery.
Ewing, a specialist in letterpress and
silkscreen editions, is showcasing four
letterpress pieces of moire prints. The
four pieces are reflective of the build-
ing blocks of his trade, showcasing “a
littlebit of color and a little bit of line,
highlight and shadow,” Ewing said.
Ewing is a graduate of Cornish Col-
lege of the Arts and currently runs
Marginal Editions, a letterpress and
silkscreen company in New York City.
“My interest in any pixelation comes
out of design aesthetics,” Ewing said.
The gallery show will also feature
four of Ewing’s paintings, which is
particularly significant for him.
“I haven’t shown apainting on a wall
since I was an undergrad at Cornish,”
Cable Griffith’s piece “I Require a Pilot” (far right) consists of 36 different screen
prints of tree patterns. Each ofthe screen prints are arranged toform a mountain
which reaches eight feet tall.
From left: “(718) 972-8233,” 2014. “Annas Blouse,” 2014. “Light Leak (Av’s
bathroom),” 2014. “Thrift Store (Finland),” 2014. “Union Hall Sunliner,” 2014.
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Ewing said. “The idea behind the
paintings was to follow up.”
Typically Ewing draws a design and
then translates it into a print and/or
painting. Thus, the pieces are in con-
versation. Sometimes a design comes
out better as a print than a painting
and vice versa.
“All the paintings in the show were
better as paintings,” Ewing said.
He feels it is important to show-
case his paintings alongside his
prints because it allows for greater
artistic freedom.
“You’re not just a painter or a print-
maker, in my experience,” Ewing said.
Showingpaintings alongside the let-
terpress pieces demonstrates his mes-
sage to continue freely experimenting
with art.
The exhibition also features works
by Griffith. Though he primarily
paints, for this exhibition he created
a site-specific screen print installa-
tion that takes up a large portion of
the gallery.
His piece, titled “I Require a Pilot,”
is an eight-foot tall mountain. In-
spired by the large number of trees
in Mt. Rainier’s lush green landscape,
the installation features a repetition of
this natural symbol.
The installation offers a point of en-
try for eco-criticism, creating a con-
versation between the pixelated screen
print and the organic, natural theme.
“I’m interested in [technology] in
terms of landscape and nature and
how our understanding of nature is
influenced by real and virtual land-
scape,” Griffith said. The pixelation of
a tree represents how the landscape
is reduced down, just as a tree is bro-
ken down as paper to be digestible for
consumer use.
Technology also plays another role
in his theme.
“My work in general is really influ-
enced by this idea of the landscape as
described as data,” Griffith said.
He describedhis style of art as small
images, bits and pixels that contribute
to the larger whole.
“The pixel becomes a symbol or ref-
erence to a larger whole and imagery,”
Griffith said.
He refers to the trees and natural
elements as commoditized bits that
speak to the overall picture, seen in
the repetition of the trees in relation
to the size of the installation.
The repetition of trees relays anothr
“The Shift,” 2012, Letterpress. JESSIE KOON • THE spectator
er message when viewed as a whole.
There are slight variations in the dark
and light green colors that compose
nautical distress flags. The flags were
a standardized form of communica-
tion for sailors that relayed a message
of being disabled, in need of a pilot,
running into danger or requiring a tug
when out at sea.
Therefore, the landscape ofthe trees
resonates with an eco-critical theme
of the relationship between sea, land
and humans.
Both artists experimented with
new mediums in their exhibition at
Hedreen. Griffith, who is primarily a
painter, created a screen print instal-
lation to convey a pixelated landscape.
Ewing, who primarily creates letter-
press and silkscreen prints, decided
to showcase paintings alongside his
other artwork as away of following up
with some ofhis earlier art studies.
Ewing and Griffith’s exhibition is
on display at Hedreen Gallery in the
Lee Center for the Arts now through
October 18.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
HOW DO YOU LIKE MANAO?
Caroline Ferguson
Editor-in-Chief
Over the years, a several-block swath
of south Capitol Hill has become a
miniature restaurant row. We owe it,
at least in part, to two prolific restau-
rateurs: Ethan Stowell anchors 15th
Avenue with Bar Cotto and Ancho-
vies and Olives, and just a few blocks
down, Jason Stratton turns out some
of the city’s best Italian fare at Cas-
cina Spinasse and Artusi.
The surrounding blocks are down-
right crowded with eateries. There’s
Le Zinc and POCO and ‘Zaw, there’s
Shibumi Izakaya and Elysian and
Healeo. And now, at 13th and Pine,
there’s Manao.
I went to Manao wondering
whether it would hold its own amid
the gastronomic glut. The answer, I’m
afraid, is a resounding “meh,”
To be fair, co-owners Teeraya
Cezeaux and Montida Lertkiat-
sakul (who also own Banyan Tree
and Thai Fusion separately) couldn’t
have made it much harder on them-
selves. Not only is Manao surround-
ed by acclaimed neighbors, but
Little Uncle already has Thai street
food on lock just around the corner.
Through every bite, I couldn’t help
wondering whether I’d rather tuck
into a khao soi or Dungeness crab
fried rice three blocks away instead.
If it’s not broke, don’t fix it, you know?
To its credit, Manao has a serious
edge over Little Uncle when it comes
to atmosphere (not that that’s hard to
do because the latter is quite literally
a hole in the wall). The sleek decor is
reminiscent ofdearly departed Boom
Noodle crossed with an upscale tiki !
bar. A subway tile accent wall pops
next to a dark wood and concrete
interior, and touches of bright green
liven things up (the word “manao”
is Thai for “lime”). Glass spice jars
and tied-rope accents add character
to the bar, and a condiment station
flanks the frontcounter, whereall or-
ders are taken.
Speaking of which, a sign by the
counter proudly declares that they
do not use the star spicing system
because it is unpredictable from res-
taurant to restaurant. Diners are sup-
posed to spice their own food with
the srirachaand chili flakes provided
at the table instead.
Know what’s really unpredictable?
Trying to evenly mix sriracha into a
big, bland mound of pad see ew with-
out accidentally flinging a wad of
noodles at your dining companion.
The inconsistent star system may just
be the lesser of two evils here.
The blandness weakens a menu
that doesn’t deviate much from the
standard lineup ofnoodles, rices and
curries, most available with chick-
en, pork, beef or tofu. Crispy pork
belly and chicken dishes dominate
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the specials, and the whole affair is
a little yawn-worthy. Absent are in-
ventive dishes like the roasted duck
curry and galangal mussels at nearby
Ayutthaya, and you certainly won’t
find a shred of Dungeness anywhere
nearthis menu. It’s perfect fora quick
takeout lunch, but not all that stir-
ring.
Perhaps Cezeauxand Lertkiatsakul
just know their audience. After all, as
reported by Capitol Hill Seattle blog
in June, the restaurant was intended
to be takeout-focused, and it shows.
A drinkcooler filled with soft drinks,
sake and Asian beers is front-and-
center, next to a stackof paper boxes
that diners can use to package their
own leftovers.
The focus on takeout was also ap-
parent in some service missteps,
though they could also be chalked
up to the restaurant’s newness. A
carafe of water on the table was
completely empty when we arrived
and remained that way for much of
the meal-good thing the noodles
weren’t spicy enough, I guess—and
my friend waited a solid 15 min-
utes for his dinner before realizing
that it had been packed for takeout.
He then waited another 10 min-
utes or so for a plated replacement.
(Though the oversight was thought-
Diners take advantage ofManaos bar seating.
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frilly remedied with a free Thai iced
tea—nice.)
The food itself tended to fall into
that forgettable space between the
best of the best and the worst of the
worst. A tom kha starter was tasty,
but riddled with too many fibrous
little shards of lemongrass to be all
that enjoyable. My pad see ew, stud-
ded withrapini-like Chinese broccoli
and perfectly firm tofu, was greasy,
but in an “if I’d had a few drinks I’d
be really into this” kind of way. The
delicately sweet tamarind sauce on a
crispy chicken dish hit all the right
notes, but the stick-like garnish had
to be worked around.
It all adds up to a swingand a miss,
but only because there are so many
better options around. To be honest,
Manao would likely do better just
about anywhere else. Hell, in a lot
of places it’d be downright dazzling.
But this is Capitol Hill, and Jamjuree
and Little Uncle have spoiled us rot-
ten. Manao has the style down, but
its substance stumbles—and that just
won’t cut it in this neighborhood.
Caroline may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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CRITICS CORNER: “GONE GIRL”
Connor Cook
Designer
“Gone Girl” is a murder mystery in-
volving a ludicrously normal couple
with a ridiculously complex story arc.
In the films opening shot, we see the
wife Amy, played by Rosamund Pike,
staring straight into the camera.
Her husband Nick, played by the
undeniably villainous Ben Affleck,
narrates his characters thought pro-
cess: “What are you thinking? How
are you doing? These are the primal
questions of everymarriage.” The look
Amy gives the camera simultaneously
projects devotion and domestic insan-
ity. Pike speaks volumes with her in-
tense blue eyes throughout the film.
Now that an intrigue has been set,
director David Fincher can show us
justhow twisted theperfect couple can
be. Nick comes home on the night of
their fifth anniversary to find his dear
wife Amy missing. A search ensues,
and the pendulum begins swinging.
From an outside perspective, the
situation appears foul at best. Nick
seems to not even know his own wife
and, as the only suspect in the devel-
oping case, he casts a bad shadow in
the limelight.
Detective Rhonda Boney, played by
Kim Dickens, is put on the case. De-
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tective Boney investigates Amy and
Nick throughout the film, following
a breadcrumb-like trail of clues. Amy
appears initially as an innocent victim,
with Nick’s smarmy smile and appeas-
ing demeanor characterized as rude in
his wife’s absence.
Amy, we learn, has been character-
izedand illustrated in a series of books
her parents wrote titled “Amazing
Amy.” The books are a source ofmuch
admiration and publicity, which her
parents use to amass a following after
her disappearance.
However, her parents, played by Da-
vid Clennon and Lisa Banes, are oddly
uninterested in their daughter, unless
she brings them money or publicity.
PHOTO COURTESY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
(Incidentally, makeup artists did a su-
perb job with Clennon’s face, bringing
out his wrinkles and sagging eyelids.)
The parents always appear together on
screen, providing perspective for Amy
and Nick’s relatively fresh marriage.
The story’s twisted plot unravels
throughout the movie, gradually re-
vealing new dimensions of each of the
characters as the storyline progresses.
The smooth transitions and un-
cluttered scenes draw suspicion out
from its dark hole in the bottom of
our stomachs. Fincher also didn’t
hold back on the sound effects, which
range from creepy indoor crickets to
car alarms and home security systems.
The film is adapted from the 2012
thriller novel “Gone Girl” by Gillian
Flynn, who also wrote the screenplay
for the film. As many authors do when
overseeing their book’s transition
from paper to screen, she stuck very
close to the book’s plotline, giving the
film a runtime of 145 minutes. Unfor-
tunately, the film’s long timespan de-
tracts from its quality.
“Gone Girl” starts out strong, with
themes of feminism and rebellion, but
soon leaves these values in search of
thrills and flashy Hollywood editing.
Holes in an initially airtight story de-
velop, and Affleck’s character never
seems to be fully realized. His values
remain unclear, and his obnoxious
grimace is never fully shed, making
it difficult for the audience to connect
with his character.
But the film is saved by undoubtedly
its most interesting character: Amy.
Her unrelenting desire to live the life
she has always imagined, beatifully
rendered by Pike in a star-making
role, never grows stale.
Connormay be reached at
ccook@su-spectator.com
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THEATRE:
Alice’s Anthem @ Hugo
House, 2 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.
SU VOLLEYBALL DIGS DEEP FOR UTPA WIN
Connor Cartmill
Staff Writer
Iris Ivaniskilled it for the Redhawks in
Thursday's WAC volleyball clash with
Texas Pan-American that ended in a
3-0 Seattle University sweep.
"I realized it was time to step up fi-
nally," Ivanis said. "We grew a lot as a
team so I think that played a big role
in our game."
Seattle U started strong in the first
set. About midway through, Martina
Samadan blocked a UTPA error for a
15-8 lead. The Broncs fought back in
the set and narrowed the score to 18-
16.
Several points later, an Ivanis kill
would earn set point for the Redhawks
after which a Broncs error ended the
1st at 25-19. She lead the Redhawks
in kills for the match with 15 while
adding 8 digs for second most on the
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Seattle University girls volleyball team had an incredible win against Texas-pan
American the night ofOct. 3.
SPORTS
team.
The second set was back and forth
throughout. Ivanis' fifth kill of the
set scored an 18-15 lead for Seattle
U. However, UTPA responded with
a 5-1 point run for a 20-19 lead af-
ter an Ivanis error. Later on in the
second set knotted at 24 apiece, the
{I
realized it was time
to step up, finally. We
grew a lot as a team, so
that played a role.
Iris Ivanis
Sophomore outside hitter
Broncs earned a kill looking to tie
the match 1-1. Then, Kerry Lane set
up Ivanis for another kill with one
of her 36 assists tying the set at 25.
Lane then scored a service ace after a
UTPA error winning the hard fought
set 27-25.
"They really pushed back hard,
fought us hard, and being able to
close out in three (sets) was big for
our team," said Seattle U Head Coach
James Finley. "We really needed to be
able to push and close the door when
we're up."
Seattle U took some momentum
from the wild second set finish and
raced out to a 12-4 start in the third
set. The Redhawks got several points
near the net. Lane scored a tip kill
while Stephanie Stoll added a block,
and Jelena Vujcin another kill for the
early lead.
UTPA made it interesting by trim-
ming Seattle U's lead to 23-22 late in
the third. Stoll answered with a spike
kill after which Stoll and Vujcin paired
together for a match-sealing block.
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
CHASE HANSEN SOCCER
TAYOR DELAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
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1 think just contributing to
*
the two games we won this
■1 ,
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The Redhawks totaled 12 team blocks
as opposed to the Broncs’ four.
"It was really important toour team
that we served tough and blocked
well, we averaged over 4 blocks a set
tonight, which is really good," Finley
said.
After two home matches this past
week, the Redhawks will head on a
WACroad trip with matches on Oct. 9
and 11against Chicago State and Kan-
sas City respectively.








Ah, fall, the time of year when leaves
change, everything tastes like pump-
kin and excitable freshmen arrive
at college for the first time, looking
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed. One of
the strangest things about college is
the sudden “adultness” of life, espe-
cially from a health perspective. Sure,
in some cases parents may still pay
the bills, but the responsibility to stay
healthy shifts completely to the stu-
dent. After eight months of unhealthy
eating, drinking and all-nighters can
take a serious toll on overall health.
We have compiled this catalogue
of advice and helpful tips for main-
taining health and wellness over the
course ofthe year.
ACTIVITY
According to the American Journal
of Preventative Medicine, the biggest
factor in weight gain for college fresh-
men may be the overall drop in activ-
ity level. When students go to college,
they often often aren’t moving around
as much as they were before high
school graduation.
Gretchen Peyton, RD, a dietitian at
the Center for Partnership Medicine
atNorthwesternMemorial Hospital in
Chicago, said that “the reason why the
weight gain usually happens is due to
lifestyle changes—new environment
with new food choices, added stress
20 SPORTS
of being newly away from home, and
new changes in physical activity.”
University Recreation (URec) also
offers students several ways to stay fit
while at Seattle U. Not only do stu-
dents have unlimited access to the fit-
ness center with their student ID cards
(go there, your tuition is paying for it),
but through UREC students have ac-
cess to other fitness options as well.
According to the URec site, this
quarters group fitness classes range
from Zumba to power yoga to cycling.
The classes come at no cost and drop
ins are welcome, so you won’t break a
sweat figuring out how to pre-register.
NUTRITION
The convenience of having so much
food just a swipe away can be un-
charted territory for new students.
Still, the university works to keep the
food healthy and provide variety.
“At the salad bar we try to show-
case a lot of fresh vegetables, as well
as grains. We also do a lot of beans as
well, so you can still get some protein
from there,” said chef Geoff Velasco.
Bon Appetit also emphasizes the use
of fresh vegetables, fruits, and whole
grains as featured ingredients. The
Healthy Cooking Initiative, taken
on by the company in January 2007,
underscores the idea that the use of
healthy ingredients is key to improve
customers’ health.
Continued on page 23.
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The game was a little closer than many
had anticipated, but the Seahawks got
the job done on Monday night against
the Washington Redskins with a
27-17 victory.
Seattle started off strong, scoring on
their first drive in just about two and
a half minutes—making everything
look easy. Russell Wilson ran the
ball himself a few times and threw a
touchdown pass to Jermaine Kearse.
Scoring didn’t come as easy the rest of
the game,but the Seahawks continued
to make some big plays.
Wilson had one of the best games
of his career as he not only passed for
over 200 yards and two touchdowns,
but he also ran the ball for 122 yards
and a touchdown. Anyone that played
Wilson in fantasy football last week, I
applaud you.
Percy Harvin also played an amazing
game, except it unfortunately didn’t
really count. Harvin got into the en-
dzone three times but all three touch-
downs were negated by penalties. He
finished the game with a mediocre
stat line.
Worth noting: The Seahawks
punter, Jon Ryan, had more rush-
ing yards this week than Adrian
Peterson! Also the Seahawks are
now tied with Arizona at - the top
of the NFC West with a 3-1 record.
Up Next: The Dallas Cowboys will be
coming to town this Sunday for what
should be an exciting game. Dallas has
surprisingly started off their season
with a 4-1 record, tied for the best re-
cord in the league. Still, I am not con-
vinced they will be able to take down
{PercyHarvin playedan amazing game, mexcept it unfortunatelydidn’t really count.
the Seahawks, • especially at Century
Link Field.
Anyone else remember the playoff
game in 2007 when Romo fumbled
the snap on what should have been a
game winning field goal to ensure the
Seahawks victory? Ah, good times. I
OCTOBER 8, 2014
don’t think that will happen again but
I wouldn’t be surprised to see Romo
throw a couple picks.
Score prediction: Seahawks 24 Cow-
boys 14.
Harrison can be contacted at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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SHUT UP ABOUT PLUTO
The collective whining about Pluto’s demotionback in 2006 seemed to have finally,
blessedly, died down. I was finally able to walk through the world hearing nary
a “when I was your age, Pluto was a planet” joke. As it should be.
Then the International Astronomical Union had to go and ruin it all with a
September 18 forum that reignited the debate.
Okay, to be fair, it’s not entirely their fault. They’re exactly the sort of people
who should be talking about which giant hunks ofspace matter get to be planets
and which don’t. Because they are astrophysicists. In the meantime, I’m having to
deal with a whole new round of pro-Pluto jokes that went stale eight years ago.
Astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, who still gets hate mail for the part he
played in Pluto’s classification as a dwarfplanet, put it best when he discussed
the rabid Pluto fandom on an episode of StarTalkRadio back in April.
“I’ve thought long and hard and tried to account for all the emotions they
might be feeling, my sensitivities toward them, and my reply is ‘get over it.’”
Neil, Neil, Neil. Moon ofmy life. My sin, my soul. You finally said it.
Ifyou still obsess over Pluto’s planetary status, here are three things to consider:
1. Given the current scientific definition of a planet, itmakes exactly no sense
to classify Pluto as one. None. As for the definition itself, let’s leave that up to
astrophysicists, shall we? After all, we trust them with the rest of the universe.
2. Nobody is impressed by how you’re “totally such a nineties kid.”
3. There’s so much coolshit in space to talkabout. I want to hear more aboutthe
Sagittarius B2 gas cloud, which is 1,000 times larger than our solar system and
composed largely of alcohol. That’s enough space booze for 400 trillion trillion
pints of beer, according to Mental Floss.
Got that, whiners? Less Pluto, more space booze.
Caroline Ferguson
Editor-in-Chief
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Alaina Bever, Maggie Molloy, EmilyHedberg, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Alyssa Brandt. Signed commentaries reflect theopinions
ofthe authors and not necessarily those o/The Spectator. The vievts expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
WHAT PRECAUTIONS DO YOU TAKE TO STAY SAFE AROUND CAMPUS?
“I hold my keys and keep my phone put
while I walk around.”
Anna Nicholson, Junior
“I make myself look large and male.”




It isn’t often that the Supreme Court’s refusal to hear a case makes national news.
But on Monday when the nation’s highest court passed up the opportunity to
make a ruling on whether same-sex marriage bans are constitutional, that’s ex-
actly what happened. The news flooded social media and dominated front-page
headlines the next day.
The court’s decision means that the number of states allowing same-sex mar-
riage has ballooned from 19 to effectively 30. More states are expected to join
these ranks in the coming weeks.
It’s true that the nine justices have not ruled on the constitutionality of same-
sex marriage nationwide, but their Monday decision set the precedent that ar-
guments against same-sex marriage are not worthy of the Supreme Court’s con-
sideration. The court’s ruling is perhaps one ofthe most important moments in
the history ofLBGTQ rights in the United States. The Supreme Court is leaving
it up to the states to decide whether or not same-sex marriage should be legal,
and most states are saying yes. With polls showing that the majority of Ameri-
cans are in support of same-sex marriage, it seems to be only a matter of time
before same-sex marriage is legal in everystate of the country.
The events this week are important strides for the LGBTQ movement, but it is
onlythe first of many steps to a more equitable system. Even at Seattle University,
which is far aheadofother private Catholic institutions interms ofprotection and
promotion ofLBGTQ rights, there is stillwork tobe done, primarilywith regard to
gender inclusion.
The Supreme Court’s ruling should be celebrated as a major milestone for
LBGTQ rights, but the triumph of legalized same-sex marriage should be a
jumping-offpoint to further progress.
“I always feel safer when I walk in well-lit
places.”
Maya Phillips, Junior
“1 walk home with friends or let themknow
where I am and where I’m going. Going
with a ‘pack’ always helps.”
Annie Clark, Junior




Emily is not a licensedguidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
QHi, I’m afreshman in college, and* it’s myfirst weekaway from myfam-*
ily andI’m just really really homesick. I’ve never been
awayfrom home for this long and I’m crying every night. I know that
I'm not supposed to visitfor a month or so when starting college, but
1miss them. What should Ido? How do I stop being homesick?
*
A
Hi and welcome! There seems to be a dichotomy ofrather polar-
• ized homesick levels when embarking to college. Anyway, I think
• this response is pretty natural, especially in the first month or so.
I appreciate your willpower, but never let what you’re “supposed”
to do dictate your actions. That said, give it some time. We live in a stimu-
lating, dynamic, and wonderful city and getting out of your dorm and ex-
ploring the Hill is an entertaining way to combat the homesick blues. Make
yourself busy enough to not have the chance for nostalgia, put in 150% of
yourself and definitely be present throughout your day. Its definitely a pro-
cess, and I’ll bet you’ve been making progress since you sent this. Besides,
your fam is definitely going to want to hearabout all the cool stuff you’ve
been up to when you see them over Thanksgiving break! Oh, and one last
thing - all OAs and RAs are thoroughly trained on this topic and may have
some good pointers too.
Q
Hello, I’m a freshman and I’m having a lot oftrouble
• making friends. It’s really disappointing because the OAs
• told me that going to Welcome Week activities and be-
ingfriendly would help me meet people, but that hasn’t
rung true. I ask people questions, listen to their answers, smile and
include their names with my greetings but no one will hang out with
me. Ihad a LOT offriends in high school. I don’t know what’s wrong
with me now.
A Hello, and welcome to you as well! It sounds like you’re really* putting in the effort and doing everything right in the friend-
* making game, which is rad. However, I know that you sent this
last Monday, meaning it was the fourth day of classes. Chill! Everybody is
finding their social footing and the process you described can be part of it.
Try to decrease any anxious vibe that could be influencing these interac-
tions,and definitely don’t fixate on what’s wrong with you, because I doubt
that anything is. Justkeep being a friendly, laid-backperson. A lot ofpeople
find immediate communityand long-term friends in their room and floor
mates, and it’s always a great place to start. Also, your OAs would literally be
so pumped ifyou called 'em up to hang out. Seriously.
Ciao!
Emily
Visit www.seattlespectator.com/category/opinion/ to submit a question.
bv Emilv August
MENTAL HEALTH
Some students may also suffer
from health problems that are less
physical and more psychologi-
cal. Coming up to drizzly Seattle
from California, Hawaii or even
Oregon can be a dramatic change
of pace for some students, and its
important to make sure you’re
getting the necessary nutrients to
avoid Seasonal Affective Disorder
and other health issues.
According to a study in the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire Inquiry
Journal, “multivitamin users at
the University of New Hampshire
have a healthier diet than non-us-
CORRECTIONS:
Darlene Graham contributed reporting to last week’s features story She
may be reached at dgraham@su-spectator.com.
The second guidance counselor question contained additional content from
a previous installment due to a layout error. The correct response is printed
below.
I’m a new transfer student ami I’m having problems meeting new people and
making newfriends. Also, I’m wondering iffrat parties exist here, because the
campus seems pretty quiet.
Yo! Welcome! No, there’s not a Greek system here, and as far as 1 can tell
the student body is largely pretty content without it. However, UDub is
a bus ride or two away and they have a pretty entertaining one. As far as
meeting people, don’t be afraid of friend dates! There's nothing wrong with
saying to the person that you’ve been-enjoying sitting next to and chatting
with, “hey, wanna grab food after this? Because ever yone’s busy, study and
do other various daily activities with other people. Join different mini-
communities on and off campus and introduce yourself to the people who
you live around. If you meet someone whose company you enjoy, you can
meet their friend group and become acquainted w ith more potential pals!
Anyway, the first step is definitely getting yourself out there.
The Spectator regrets these errors.
(continuedfrom page 20)
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ers. Multivitamin usage is thought
to be part of a clustering of healthy
behaviors that may contribute to
better overall health.” Based on Se-
attle Us geographical location, stu-
dents should find a multivitamin
that contains that contains vitamin
D to make up for a lack of sun ex-
posure.
Harrison maybe reached at
hubcher@su-spectator.com
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“The recent uptick in crime in
the area surrounding Seattle
University has been cause for
concern since January of this
year, particularly in
popular public spaces such as
Cal Anderson Park.”
ARTICLE MAY BE FOUND ON PAGE 8
